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The New York Times best-selling creator of the Tapping
Solution offers a three-week program of practical self-inquiry
and hands-on work designed to unlock your life's full potential.
Have you ever had the feeling your life just isn't working? That
no matter how much you push and direct, or sit back and let
go, the square peg you're holding just won't fit into the round
hole that is your life? What if, instead, the roadblocks went
away? What if you could experience more ease and flow in your
life, banish self-doubt, fear, and anxiety, and live your greatest
life? Can you imagine what that would look like--and more
important, what it would feel like? Now Tapping Solution
creator and New York Times best-selling author Nick Ortner
helps you not only imagine it but make it a reality. The Tapping
Solution for Manifesting Your Greatest Self guides you through
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a 21-day process of self-discovery and self-development using
the simple, proven practice called Tapping (also known as
Emotional Freedom Techniques). Each of the 21 stages
includes a Daily Challenge and a Tapping Meditation to help
the changes you're making take root. And you can work
through the program at your own pace--doing one stage every
day, every three days, every week, or whatever you like--with
exclusive e-mail reminders from Nick to support you
throughout the process. Drawing on wisdom sources from
Aristotle to Dr. Seuss, along with Nick's own deep well of
insight and stories from his daily life, this book is terrific fun to
read. It's also a powerful tool for transformation. "We're going
to work together to let your light shine brighter than ever
before," Nick writes, "to create the life experiences you most
deserve and desire." Ready? Then let's get tapping!
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) is a self-help tool to
alleviate the emotional, mental, and physical struggles that
come with cancer. EFT will support you every step of the way
on your cancer journey, from diagnosis and decision-making
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through treatment and recovery. EFT (Emotional Freedom
Techniques), commonly called tapping, is an invaluable tool for
anyone who is dealing with cancer. Research has shown that it
is an effective method for alleviating emotional and
psychological upsets as well as physical pain. With all of these
factoring into the cancer experience, adding EFT to your
healing program is a form of self-care you can implement
today. EFT will support you every step of the way on your
cancer journey. EFT combines acupressure (tapping on the
points) and psychology's exposure therapy and cognitive
behavior therapy (focusing on whatever is distressing you). It
is easy to learn and apply. EFT for Cancer gives you everything
you need to start using EFT now, providing simple instructions,
tapping scripts for the myriad issues that arise with cancer,
case histories throughout the book showing you how other
people have used EFT to deal with their cancer, plus
information on the science of EFT as an evidence-based
practice. The 14 chapters in the book detail how you can use
EFT to address the gamut of cancer experiences: diagnosis
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shock, common emotions such as fear and anger, physical
pain, dealing with medical decisions and treatment, relating to
loved ones, asking for and accepting support, clearing regrets,
improving body image and self-esteem, talking about your
condition, clearing obstacles to healing, special issues women
and men with cancer face, death and dying, and self-care for
supporters and caretakers, as well as how to use EFT with
children.
Fast, easy, drug-free migraine headache symptom relief can be
as close as your fingertips. When you apply the EFT Tapping
technique to your migraine headache symptoms, you will know
in a few short minutes if relief is on its way. Unlike most other
migraine headache remedies, you can start applying EFT
Tapping at the very first sign of migraine symptoms. EFT
Tapping often works very effectively in the early stages of
migraine symptom onset, and may even help to prevent the
migraine symptoms from developing further. While no one can
guarantee results, the EFT Tapping technique has been used
by tens of thousands to gain relief from a wide variety of
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issues, including migraine symptoms. Fast Migraine Headache
Relief with EFT Tapping not only teaches you the basics of
applying EFT Tapping, but it includes both the Migraine
Tapping Fast Start, and the Migraine Symptom EFT Tapping
Walk Through scripts. As a bonus, video versions of both are
available through links included in the book. Additional links
provide access to videos showing specific aspects of EFT
Tapping, as well as two additional EFT Teaching
demonstrations, including the now famous, Chocolate Craving
Demo. These demo videos are especially useful in providing
you with an EFT Tapping experience, outside the realm of
migraine symptoms, so that you have confidence in the EFT
Tapping process when you need to apply it to your next set of
migraine symptoms. More than 10 tips, tricks, and secrets for
even more EFT Tapping success are include, along with the
answers to 17 frequently Asked Questions about EFT Tapping,
and using EFT Tapping for migraine headache symptoms. The
author has personally been using, and teaching, EFT Tapping
for more than a decade, since training with Gary Craig, the
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creator of EFT. He has helped clients find symptomatic relief
from not only migraine headaches but also from fear of
heights, fear of flying, anxiety, and a variety of other issues.
The small investment you are making in this book can pay big
dividends throughout your life with each application of EFT
Tapping. While the focus of this book is applying EFT Tapping
for migraine symptoms, the information you learn can be
applied in a many areas of your life to create positive results.
Buy your copy now, and you too can learn how relief really can
be as close as your fingertips!
Dealing with grades, bullying, friendships, parents, crushes . . .
it’s enough to make any teenage girl wish she could snap her
fingers and make it all go away. The good news is, you almost
can—except it’s not "snapping" but "tapping"! Formally known
as Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT), this revolutionary
practice can help you reduce your feelings of anxiety and
overwhelm, boost your confidence, and unpack the "stress
backpack" you may not even know you’re carrying.In The
Tapping Solution for Teenage Girls, expert EFT practitioner
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Christine Wheeler explains the basics of the technique (it
actually involves tapping, with your fingers, on energy points
on your own body, and you can do it anywhere, anytime). Then
she gives you simple yet powerful instructions for tapping on
common challenges such as:• Schoolwork, tests, grades, and
planning for college• Appearance and body image• Dating,
breakups, and dealing with sexual feelings• Divorce, siblings,
and blended familiesThroughout the book, comments from
16-year-old Cassidy, the author’s teen consultant, keep it real
with helpful perspectives on how this tapping thing works—and
it does work! In these pages, you’ll discover that a super
effective tool for dealing with stress is literally at your
fingertips. If you’re ready to be true to yourself, stop freaking
out, and keep being awesome, The Tapping Solution for
Teenage Girls is the perfect solution for you!
EFT for Cancer
Cyber Self-Defense
The Challenges and Gifts of My Journey Through Chronic Illness
Clinical EFT Handbook
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The Tapping Solution for Manifesting Your Greatest Self
All Things Eft Tapping Manual
Emotional Freedom Technique
Are you in a constant struggle with money? Whether it's spending too
much, never having enough, or being buried in debt, your thoughts,
beliefs and emotions around money are the driving force behind your
financial woes. When you are dealing with money problems, EFT
(Emotional Freedom Technique) Tapping can help to release your stress
and worry when you're facing money challenges, and set you on a path
of emotional stability. Although EFT is simple to learn and apply,
many find it challenging to formulate set-up statements and reminder
phrases. This book has been created to take the guesswork out of
tapping by providing 52 EFT Tapping scripts that cover the most common
money issues. With EFT Tapping you can end your money struggles and
literally tap your way to financial ease. The scripts in this book
will help you to neutralize triggers that cause money anxiety, change
patterns of behavior and negative habits, release limiting beliefs
that keep you stuck, improve confidence, and open you up to a new
approach to achieving true financial health and happiness.
Following in the footsteps of New York Times bestsellerThe Tapping
Solution by Nick Ortner, this book from renowned Tapping expert
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Margaret Lynch teaches us how to use Tapping (Emotional Freedom
Techniques) to clear the blocks to achieving greater wealth. Emotional
Freedom Techniques (EFT), also known as Tapping, have become a popular
tool for realizing personal goals. For many of us, increasing our
wealth is one of our greatest ambitions, but also an area where we
feel the most stuck because we have limiting fears and beliefs that
sabotage our success. EFT uses the fingertips to tap on acupuncture
points while emotionally tuning in to negative attitudes and past
experiences, thereby clearing the inner blocks to attracting and
managing wealth. Tapping Into Wealth includes QR codes that link to
video demonstrations of Tapping techniques. Discover how Tapping can
help you release your old views of money and open the door to more
wealth than you ever imagined.
Have you ever had trouble losing weight no matter how hard you
restricted your calorie intake, or how vigorously you exercised on a
daily basis? I know I've had my fair share of frustrating experiences
here and there. If you're just like me, and many other women out
there, I'm sure you know how it feels to practically exhaust all
efforts to no avail. While this may be very troubling, and may seem
like a hopeless feat, you might take comfort in knowing that you
actually aren't alone. In the years 2017 and 2018, the recorded
percentage of people suffering from obesity in the United States alone
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was a whopping 42.4%, and those who suffered from severe obesity
comprised 9.2% of the population. This, however, should be taken
seriously as obesity in itself is serious and costly regardless of how
common and prevalent it may be. Imagine just how many people are free
from obesity, but suffer from weight problems nevertheless. If you're
looking for a good solution to your weight problems, obese or not, and
would like to find a safe, non-invasive way to get rid of your
stubborn fat, or simply just shed a few pounds, there's an alternative
method that's available on the market as we speak. EFT Tapping, or
emotional freedom technique, is a good way for you to address not only
your weight problems, but has great benefits on your mental health, as
well. In this 3-week guide for EFT Tapping, these are going to be your
basic takeaways: - Discover the benefits of keeping yourself not only
physically, but mentally, fit on a regular basis; - Learn to channel
balanced energy levels for overall health; - Discover important
pressure points to address specific problems in addition to weight
loss; - Adopt a weight loss regimen that best suits you; - Learn to
sustain EFT Tapping even after the end of the program. Imagine how you
can change your circumstances if you take action today. Click Buy Now
EFT TAPPING (The Tapping Solution) EFT Tapping For Kids With Chronic
Illness: The Dragon With Flames of Love is The Tapping Solution! It
provides EFT Tapping instruction as a simple, yet remarkable
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alternative for parents of children coping with a shocking diagnosis
or dealing with any kind of chronic illness. This book is suitable for
ALL ages and provides a variety of age specific scripts for children,
teens and adults. Additionally, it includes EFT TAPPING scripts to
specifically address the many challenges of being a parent of a sick
child. The Tapping Solution: Tapping for Kids: The Dragon with Flames
of Love is a manual, a how-to-guide, that lovingly teaches parents how
to effectively utilize a powerful tool known as Tapping in order to
assist a chronically ill child. EFT Tapping or Tapping Has Been
Described as "acupuncture for emotions, without the needles." In this
book, Deborah D Miller, PhD, shares how to use gentle tapping as a
powerful technique to help a chronically ill child manage their
anxiety, emotions, fears, traumas, and even alleviate physical pain in
a way that is fun, empowering, positive, powerful and non-threatening.
Physical Recovery is Enhanced With A Positive Attitude Parents will
discover how they can use EFT TAPPING to help themselves and their
child better manage the stress of chronic illness, painful treatments,
frequent doctor visits, hospitalizations, travel, time away from home
and the normal fears one faces dealing with unpredictable
circumstances, feeling out of control and facing the unknown. This
book provides a means to allow both parents and children to feel
calmer, stronger, and more powerful, while training minds and bodies
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to feel better too. ...filled with practical, helpful knowledge for
children with cancer, and their parents. It comes from Deborah
Miller's experiences teaching EFT tapping to kids in hospitals. It is
filled with tapping practices kids can use, which helps with their
feelings of powerlessness and overall well-being. Deborah D. Miller,
PhD, is dedicated to empowering parents and children facing the
challenge of a serious illness. Her hands-on experience, the real-life
examples and the beautifully illustrated presentation provide a rich
resource for improving the quality of life of the child and loved ones
coping with the illness. EFT techniques help the children relax when
facing difficult and scary tests and treatments, which in turn gives
the families courage to go through the journey with their children. In
addition, her explanations of the highly effective tool EFT Tapping
and ways to support the child and family members serve to educate and
support anyone who is dedicated to helping children and their
families. This book is invaluable, not only to those facing serious
disease and the people who love them, but to everyone who wants to
reclaim their vitality and well-being. Deborah's wisdom, love and
compassion are felt throughout the book. She will inspire you as well
as bring relief, peace and hope. The Dragon with Flames of Love is
truly a gift for children and those who love them. SCROLL UP AND GET A
COPY NOW
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Fast Migraine Headache Relief with Eft Tapping
Emotional Freedom Techniques
The Tapping Diet
Useful Method To Support Your Child In Developing Self-Regulation: The
Tapping Solution Foundation
21 Days to Releasing Self-Doubt, Cultivating Inner Peace, and Creating
a Life You Love
A Step-by-Step Guide to Reducing and Eliminating Chronic Pain
How to Let Go of Excessive Stress, Anxiety and Worry and Raise Happy,
Healthy, Resilient Families

In this exciting and accessible book, brand new for 2016, Amazon
best-selling author Randal Lawrence delivers the most complete,
easy to use, and easy to understand explanation of a new
movement for healing and well-being that is transforming
people's lives worldwide. Inside this book, you will learn
everything you need to know to begin applying the powerful
therapeutic technique known as Emotional Freedom Therapy tapping
to improve your own life.Tapping is an easy-to-use therapy that
has a wide variety of applications in healing mental, emotional,
and physical distress. Based on the classic Eastern
understanding of the body's natural energy meridians, readers
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can apply the knowledge they learn in this book to tap on
specific parts of the body while focusing on the fundamental
causes of their troubles or unfulfilled desires. Following
specific tapping sequences can restore the body's natural energy
equilibrium, facilitating transformations in body and mind.
Because tapping works on a fundamental physiological level, it
can be applied to tackle challenging problems, including
anxiety, addictions, weight loss, habits, and attracting the
wealth, people, and relationships into your life that you want
and deserve. This book lays out both the basic practice of
tapping as well as the science and theoretical underpinnings of
Emotional Freedom Therapy. Those who have never tapped before
can pick up this book and be tapping on their most challenging
problems in minutes. Those who are experienced with tapping will
find the tools and guidance they need to go beyond the basics
and unlock the most powerful and dramatic applications of EFT
tapping. With specific chapters on addressing common problems in
life, such as weight loss, relationships, anxiety, and making
money, as well as inspiring and uplifting real life success
stories, Randal Lawrence shows you how simple it is to harness
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the power of this amazing therapeutic technique and put it to
work to improve your own life starting today! Purchase your copy
today and you can immediately begin reading about:How to tap,
how tapping changes the brain, how to target your tapping and
develop your own tapping scripts, mindfulness, affirmations,
chakras and chakra clearing, tapping for children and teens,
increasing self-esteem, losing weight, controlling cravings and
addictions, reduce stress, how to cure anxiety, the law of
attraction, how to make money, fall in love, improve
relationships, tapping for pain relief, and more. This book is
the tapping solution you've been waiting for! Praise for The EFT
Tapping Revolution:I believe Randal Lawrence is at the forefront
of a new healing method that will radically redefine the concept
of wellness and the next generation of health care
professionals. His simple and methodical approach has helped me
to reshape my life around healthy habits and to break the
pattern of negative thoughts and self-destructive actions that I
used to struggle with. This book will change your life - I know
it changed mine! -Ernesto Delviro, Ph.D, professor of biology
What a breath of fresh air The EFT Tapping Revolution is! In a
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world teeming with misery, selfishness, and pessimism, Randal
Lawrence delivers a relentlessly positive take on life and
getting everything you want out of it. Lawrence comes across as
an experienced and knowledgeable friend who is there to guide
you through your minor struggles or your darkest hour. -Ann
Mayfair, school teacher It is a phenomenal day when you discover
something as simple and powerful as tapping works for you. This
is the book that helped me to finally lose the excessive weight
I carried for years. -Nick Sinclair, accountant I have
personally used tapping to cure myself of the debilitating
anxiety that I have suffered from since childhood. Nothing else
worked and I thought I would live with this condition forever until I read The EFT Tapping Revolution! -Jessica Craig, web
design
"The feeling was electric-energy humming through my body. I felt
like blood was pouring into areas of my tissues that it had not
been able to reach for some time. It was relieving and healing,
subtler than the feeling from getting off on drugs, but it was
detectable and lovely, and of course, there was no hangover,
just a feeling of more ease than I could remember. I felt a
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warmth come over me similar to what I felt when I had done
heroin, but far from the darkness of that insanity, this was
pure light-a way through." - Tommy Rosen, on his first yoga
experience Most of us deal with addiction in some form. While
you may not be a fall-down drunk, anorexic, or a gambling
addict, you likely struggle with addiction in other ways.
Workaholism, overeating, and compulsively engaging with
technology like video games, texting, and Facebook are also
highly common examples. And if you don't suffer from addiction,
chances are you know someone who does. Through more than 20
years of recovery and in working professionally with others,
Tommy Rosen has uncovered core elements of recovery and healing,
what he refers to as Recovery 2.0. In the book, he shares his
own past struggles with addiction, and powerful, tested tools
for breaking free from the obstacles that stand in the way of a
holistic and lasting recovery. Building off the key tenets of
the 12-Step program, he has developed an innovative approach
that includes • Looking at the roots of addiction; your family
history and "Addiction Story" • Daily breathing practices,
meditation, yoga, and body awareness • A healthy, alkaline-based
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diet to aid with detox, boost immunity, increase vitality,
support your entire recovery, and help prevent relapse •
Discovering your mission, living on purpose, and being of
service to others Recovery 2.0 will help readers not only
release their addictions, but thrive in their recovery.
Weight loss is one of the most frustrating problems imaginable.
People trying to lose weight usually fail, and most wind up
weighing more than before. Not with EFT! Several studies show
that by using the method in this book, called "Clinical EFT"
because it's the only version of EFT validated in dozens of
clinical trials, you can lose weight, and keep it off
permanently. One study found that people lost an average of 11
lb. in the year after a Clinical EFT weight loss program. In
this book you'll hear from dozens of people who lost weight
successfully with EFT. Their deeply moving stories tell how many
other parts of their lives improved too, from skin tone to
marriage, from self-confidence to financial abundance. That's
because EFT, also called Tapping, eliminates stress. Author
Dawson Church has conducted many scientific studies of EFT.
These show that Clinical EFT reduces cortisol, your main stress
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hormone, while lowering anxiety, depression, and pain, leading
to long-term weight loss. Clinical EFT has been used
successfully by thousands of people to lose those unwanted
pounds without expensive drugs or risky surgery, and is your
proven solution to keeping weight off permanently. When you
experience the simple, powerful, science-based solutions in
these pages, you'll understand why tens of thousands of people
like you have made EFT for Weight Loss the best-selling book on
the subject ever published.
Guides readers through the self-healing technique of emotional
freedom, using the body's natural stress-reduction points to
reduce anxiety, boost vitality, and improve work performance.
Discover the Power of Emotional Freedom Techniques
Tapping Scripts For Beginners
EFT: EFT Tapping Scripts & Solutions To An Abundant YOU: 10
Simple DIY Experiences To Prove That Your Mind Creates Your
Life!
Tapping Solution to Create Lasting Change
A Guide to Get Unstuck and Find Your Flow
The Tapping Solution for Pain Relief
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EFT Tapping scripts for stress management, weight loss, energy
healing and many more (inspired by Nick Ortner, Gary Craig,
William Lee and Judith Orloff)
The Most Important Relationship We Will Ever Have Will Be With Ourselves. It Is The Basis Of
Who We Are, Our Foundation. The Beliefs We Have About Ourselves Dictate What Happens In
Our Lives, How We Are Treated, And What We Can Expect Out Of Life. If We Do Not Believe
We Have Any Worth That Energy Will Be Sent Out To Everyone We Interact With. This Energy
Will Determine Our Posture, The Words We Speak, And Our Reaction To What Is Spoken To
Us. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn Inside... What the emotional freedom technique is
The basic setup of the emotional freedom technique A clear key to locating the tapping points
How eft/tapping scripts work Effective eft/tapping scripts to greatly boost self-confidence.
Understanding the link between fear, anxiety, action and self-confidence. Much, much more!
Tapping Statements Are The Words We Speak As We Tap. Tapping Statements Can Be
Combined To Make Tapping Scripts. Take The Doubt Out Of Whether Your Statements Will
Heal Your Issue. Anxiety Is A Combination Of Four Things: Unidentified Anger, Hurt, Fear, SelfPity. We Expect Error, Rejection, And Humiliation. Worry Is A Mild Form Of Anxiety.
EFT Tapping: Overcome Stress, Fatigue and Emotional Problems Do you feel stressed out a lot
of the time? Do you often feel tired and worn out? Is your mind occupied with problems and do
you struggle with emotional issues? You're not alone! These are common issues that a lot of
people face today. Fortunately, there are plenty of good methods that can be used to resolve
these kinds of issues. There's cognitive therapy, talk therapy, meditation, yoga, etc. These
methods can definitely be helpful. However, they are not always as easy to learn and seeing a
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therapist can get pretty expensive. This book deals with a different technique that may work
better for you: EFT Tapping. It is effective, easy to learn and quick to do: you can already feel
better after just a few minutes! Also, EFT is a simple self-help technique so you don't need an
expensive therapist. In this book you will learn how to do a standard EFT Tapping session to
work on any issue you may have. Additionally, the book focuses on a few specific issues,
providing tapping sequences and scripts to help you: de-stress; re-energize; andovercome
emotional problems, such as low self-esteem, depression and anxiety. Discover EFT Tapping
Emotional Freedom Technique or EFT is a psychological acupressure technique that involves
tapping near the end points of energy meridians in your body. EFT is an effective combination of
mind-body medicine and acupressure that can help with physical, mental and emotional health
issues. EFT Tapping borrows much of its healing process from the meridian system that
traditional acupuncture has used for over 5,000 years. Whereas acupuncture focuses primarily
on the treatment of physical ailments, EFT addresses and relieves both physical and mental
issues. In essence, EFT Tapping combines the cognitive benefits of conventional therapy with
the physical benefits of acupuncture. EFT is also a less invasive technique in that it stimulates
meridian points by tapping with the fingertips, rather than by using needles. EFT works by
tapping away negative energy blockages and disturbances. It thereby helps restore your energy
flow in its natural balanced state, which is ideal for overall health and well-being. Through EFT,
many people have: improved their personal performance;strengthened their relationships;freed
themselves from limiting beliefs; andachieved a vibrant physical and mental health. Improve
Your Life with EFT Tapping EFT Tapping has been proven useful in healing, or reducing the
intensity of, physical illnesses and emotional problems. In this book you will learn the 5 basic
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steps of a classic EFT exercise, which you can use to work on any specific issue you may have.
You will also learn an alternative tapping sequence called the EFT Heart and Soul Protocol, so
that you can add variety to your exercises and choose the tapping protocol you're most
comfortable with. The book is instructive and to the point: it uses diagrams to illustrate tapping
points and also includes a list of videos to practice and improve your tapping skills. Millions of
people around the world already use EFT for a happier, healthier and more balanced life. Use
the information you'll find in this book to improve your condition, resolve any emotional or
internal conflicts you may be experiencing or any problems you may be facing. Why not give it a
try? Take advantage of EFT to be more positive and happy. Use EFT Tapping to make your life
better!
Nick Ortner, founder of the Tapping World Summit and best-selling filmmaker of The Tapping
Solution, is at the forefront of a new healing movement. In his upcoming book, The Tapping
Solution, he gives readers everything they need to successfully start using the powerful practice
of tapping – or Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT). Tapping is one of the fastest and easiest
ways to address both the emotional and physical problems that tend to hamper our lives. Using
the energy meridians of the body, practitioners tap on specific points while focusing on
particular negative emotions or physical sensations. The tapping helps calm the nervous system
to restore the balance of energy in the body, and in turn rewire the brain to respond in healthy
ways. This kind of conditioning can help rid practitioners of everything from chronic pain to
phobias to addictions. Because of tapping’s proven success in healing such a variety of
problems, Ortner recommends to try it on any challenging issue. In The Tapping Solution,
Ortner describes not only the history and science of tapping but also the practical applications.
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In a friendly voice, he lays out easy-to-use practices, diagrams, and worksheets that will teach
readers, step-by-step, how to tap on a variety of issues. With chapters covering everything from
the alleviation of pain to the encouragement of weight loss to fostering better relationships,
Ortner opens readers’ eyes to just how powerful this practice can be. Throughout the book,
readers will see real-life stories of healing ranging from easing the pain of fibromyalgia to
overcoming a fear of flying. The simple strategies Ortner outlines will help readers release their
fears and clear the limiting beliefs that hold them back from creating the life they want.
If you've ever tried tapping but weren't sure what to say, this book is your solution! This book
contains 50 tapping scripts on a variety of subjects. Whether you're trying to avoid overeating,
want to learn how to set healthy boundaries, let go of criticism for yourself or others, or if you
simply want to uplift your energy, this book will have a script for you. Tapping, also known as
Emotional Freedom Technique or EFT, is a simple and effective technique that can be used to
shift fears, phobias, long-held limiting beliefs and behavior patterns that no longer serve us.
Tapping involves lightly tapping with the fingertips on different points on the face and body.
Tapping is a tool you can use to empower yourself and create a shift in your behavior and
thinking. As we tap on the different points, we state the issue and feelings that are troubling us.
After we get everything out about the issue, the next step is to take ownership and acknowledge
that we have the power within ourselves to change. Lastly, we describe the new behavior,
attitude or action that will take the place of the old way. The result is liberation of the old way
and empowerment into what serves us. When in doubt, tap it out and feel better!
How to Stop Freaking Out and Keep Being Awesome
The EFT Tapping Revolution
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Instant Pain Relief
A Women's 3-Week Beginner Step-by-Step Guide with Sample EFT Tapping Scripts
RECOVERY 2.0
Brief Therapy With Couples and Families in Crisis
The Tapping Solution

Are you?Sick and tired of being in pain?Frustrated with the medical system?Worried that you will
never be able to enjoy a normal, active life again?Feeling like there's got to be more to your life than
what you are living now, but you don't have clarity about the next step you can take?What would it
mean to be pain free? What if you could learn a new way to reduce pain instantly and easily?This
inspiring book will help you:Learn a simple 'tapping' method to help you manage your pain
instantlyUncover the underlying root issues that are contributing to your chronic painLearn step by
step how to address and clear daily stresses and deeper painful emotionsMake peace with your past
so you can move forward feeling light and freeIdentify and release subconscious resistance that is
keeping you circling in painGet clarity and insights about your chronic pain from real-life healing
storiesDevelop a deeper understanding and relationship with your bodyFeel equipped and
empowered to consciously take charge of your health and well-being"In this challenging time of the
ongoing pandemic, this book is a timely resource. It will equip and empower you with an invaluable
tool to take charge of your physical, emotional, mental health and support your loved ones too. A
must read."~Nick Ortner, New York Times Bestselling Author of The Tapping Solution"Instant
Pain Relief is an excellent introduction to the benefits of EFT/Tapping. Shalini's personal story of
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recovery using this technique is inspiring, and the book contains numerous compelling stories from
others. But it's not just for pain? Shalini includes excellent suggestions and tapping scripts that will
help folks enhance their overall wellbeing and success. And it's also not just for beginners? even as an
experienced tapper, I found a number of nuggets that I'm confident will be beneficial to me and my
clients."~Brad Yates, Author of the Best Selling Children's Book: The Wizard's Wish
There’s a Leak in My Boat! is a gripping personal tale about all the things that contributed to the
author’s chronic illnesses, shared in the hopes that they may resonate with others who are wrestling
with similar challenges and staring down the same "why me"? questions. Here is an intimate account
of the many therapies and individuals whose gifts were helpful to her. Together, they guide readers to
transform past hurts and traumas into rich compost that facilitates profound personal growth. This is
a journey of many small steps, but it’s a rewarding one, a journey of growth in love and
compassion for ourselves and all the players in our lives. Along the way, we learn that we can surface
from the depths of anxiety and depression to realize our nervous systems have been stuck in
fight/flight/freeze for much of our lives, setting us up for a body full of inflammation and a head full
of limiting beliefs. It is a book of resources and inspiration, hope and empowerment, all of it offered
by someone who’s walked this stony path and learned the tools for navigating it. She hopes readers
who want to understand themselves better will use There’s a Leak in My Boat! to take (baby) steps
toward a better quality of life.
Navigate change with clarity and ease using the tools of EFT in this guide from New York Times bestselling author and Tapping expert Jessica Ortner. "The Tapping Solution to Create Lasting Change
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gets right down to the heart of what it takes to change and have a better, healthier, and more lovefilled life." -- Christiane Northrup, M.D. Why do we fear the unknown so intensely that we're willing
to shy away from our deepest desires and settle for playing small? Why do we get enthused when we
first start something, only to burn out the moment things feel challenging? And why, even when we
get the outcomes we desire, do we often struggle to sustain them and instead slip back into old, selfsabotaging patterns? In The Tapping Solution to Create Lasting Change, available for the first time in
paperback, New York Times best-selling author Jessica Ortner shares the lessons she's learned about
what it feels like to flow through change and how to bring about real transformation in ways that are
both authentic and empowering. Her gentle, relatable guidance shows you how to use Tapping, also
known as EFT, as a tool for finding the clarity and the ease you crave to move forward; how to
navigate the unknown with new energy, hope and an open heart; and how to release the doubts and
fears that are clouding your judgment so you can rediscover your true path. It's a new way to look at
the one unavoidable constant in life--change--not as an obstacle in our path but as a doorway to joy.
A step-by-step guide to the simple acupressure self-care technique of tapping for acute and chronic
emotional, psychological, and physical ailments Effective for emotional conditions such as panic
attacks, anxiety, depression, PTSD, grief, anger, jealousy, and phobias, such as stage fright or fear of
flying, providing immediate results in many cases Shows how this method can treat chronic pain,
nausea, and headaches; alleviate insomnia and nightmares; encourage the release of painful
memories; boost self-confidence; support weight loss; and improve concentration Offers the full
tapping protocol as well as a shortened version for acute situations Illustrates easily accessible
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points to tap and in what order Tapping, or Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT), is a simple form
of acupressure that treats the energetic roots of emotional and physical suffering. By tapping on
specific meridian points you can quickly and easily dissolve blockages in the body’s energy system,
caused by past traumas and suppressed emotions such as grief and anger, and restore the natural flow
of energy in your body, the key to optimal health and overall well-being. In this step-by-step guide to
EFT, Sophie Merle details the practice of tapping, illustrating the easily accessible points on the face,
hands, and torso to tap and in what order. Explaining how to open your energetic system to EFT
treatment for fast and long-lasting results, she reveals how the energy psychology practice of tapping
can be applied to any area of your life but is particularly effective for emotional and psychological
conditions, including panic attacks, anxiety, depression, PTSD, grief, anger, jealousy, and phobias,
such as stage fright or fear of flying, providing immediate results in many cases. She also shows how
this method can treat chronic pain, nausea, and headaches; alleviate insomnia and nightmares; assist
physical healing from illness; encourage the release of painful memories; boost self-confidence;
support weight loss; and improve concentration. The author explains how tapping can be done
anywhere, offering both the full tapping protocol, which only takes a few minutes, and a short-form
version, which takes less than a minute, for acute issues. Including remarkable success stories of EFT
in practice, this comprehensive guide to tapping shows how the solution to many of life’s problems
is at your fingertips.
How Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) Can Help You Clear the Path to Making More Money
Emotional Acupressure with EFT
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Cure Anxiety, Stress, Addictions, Pain, and Attract Love and Wealth with the Ultimate Tapping
Solution
Tapping Scripts for Money
Eft for Positive Living
Emotional Freedom Techniques and Tapping for Beginners: EFT Tapping Solution Manual: 7
Effective Tapping Therapy Techniques for Overcoming Anxiety and
The Tapping Solution for Teenage Girls

The EFT Tapping Basic Recipe is an easy to use healing tool
that provides the very foundation for expanding your
emotional freedom. It's a quick and effective way to calm
kids when they're upset, help them release stuck emotions or
trauma, and help them relax to fall asleep at night. Through
comforting illustrations, this interactive picture book
guides the reader and the adults in their lives, with child
friendly poems and follow along tapping scripts for many
childhood issues.
Tapping is one of the fastest and easiest ways to address
both the emotional and physical problems that tend to hamper
our lives. Using the energy meridians of the body,
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practitioners tap on specific points while focusing on
particular negative emotions or physical sensations. The
tapping helps calm the nervous system to restore the balance
of energy in the body, and in turn rewire the brain to
respond in healthy ways. This kind of conditioning can help
rid practitioners of everything from chronic pain to phobias
to addictions. In EFT: EFT Tapping Scripts & Solutions To An
Abundant YOU 10 Simple DIY Experiences To Prove That Your
Mind Creates Your Life!, the book lays out easy-to-use
practices, diagrams, and worksheets that will teach readers,
step-by-step, how to tap on a variety of issues. With
chapters covering everything from the alleviation of pain to
the encouragement of weight loss to fostering better
relationships, Janet Evans opens readers' eyes to just how
powerful this practice can be. Throughout the book, readers
will be provided with EFT tapping scripts to overcome top 10
fears they face in life.
Raising children is life’s greatest gift and accomplishment,
but it can also come with an overwhelming amount of
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stressors, anxiety and self-doubt. Am I modeling the type of
person I want my child to become? Am I doing enough to
prepare my child to strive in an ever-changing world? Are my
children happy and confident in themselves? In The Tapping
Solution for Parents, Children & Teenagers, Nick Ortner
encourages readers to first take a look at their own
stressors and worry as parents, reminding readers that selfcare is vital to helping others. In the first section of the
book, parents are guided on using the revolutionary
technique known as EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques)
Tapping to release parental overwhelm, quiet worry, manage
conflict and transform their experience of parenthood. In
the second section, Nick explores specific uses for Tapping
with children, ranging from releasing negative emotions like
anger, fear and phobias, sadness, grief, guilt, and shame,
to overcoming specific challenges such as anxiety disorders,
sleep, nightmares, performance anxiety, bullying, school
jitters, divorce and much more. Through the use of diagrams,
links to videos, and Tapping tips, The Tapping Solution for
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Parents, Children & Teenagers is an easy-to-use resource to
solve everyday issues taking place in our homes.
Annabel dreams of one day being a scientist, but teasing
from other kids at school has hurt her confidence and left
her feeling sad and alone. Join her as she learns how to use
the Magical Tapping Technique to quickly release her sadness
and regain her confidence. Through the book, you’ll learn
about the scientifically proven technique commonly known as
“Tapping” and how you can use it for both yourself and your
child to overcome stress, anxiety, negative emotions, and
much more. Your child will love the fun descriptions and
illustrations for each point, such as the Super Eagle Eye
Point, Lion Cry Point, Dragon Fire Point, Wolf Point, and
more. Your child will be having a blast as they howl, hug,
thump on their chest, act like a monkey, and more . . . all
while learning how they can use Tapping to help themselves
in real life!
Purify, Balance and Elevate Your Chakras and Heal Your Mind,
Body and Spirit
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The Book of Tapping
A Woman's Guide to Stressing Less, Weighing Less, and Loving
More
The Effective Tapping Solution for Anxiety, Addictions,
Weight Loss and Wealth by Using the Tapping Therapy
The Tapping Solution for Weight Loss & Body Confidence
Gorilla Thumps and Bear Hugs
Tapping Into Wealth
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques or "tapping") is used by
an estimated 10 million people worldwide. Yet a lack of
standardization has led to a field in which dozens of forms of
EFT, with varying degrees of fidelity to the original, can be
found. This led to the establishment of Clinical EFT, the form of
EFT taught in the original EFT Manual and associated
materials, and validated in over 20 clinical trials. In this
volume, the most noted scholars, researchers and clinicians in
the field compile a definitive outline of the EFT protocol, as it
is applied in medicine, psychiatry, psychotherapy, and life
coaching. This first volume covers • Biomedical and Physics
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Principles • Psychological Trauma • Fundamental Techniques
of Clinical EFT. This series of handbooks is essential reading
for anyone wishing to understand EFT as validated in research,
science, and best clinical practice.
The most important relationship we will ever have will be with
ourselves. It is the basis of who we are, our foundation. The
beliefs we have about ourselves dictate what happens in our
lives, how we are treated, and what we can expect out of life. If
we do not believe we have any worth that energy will be sent
out to everyone we interact with. This energy will determine
our posture, the words we speak, and our reaction to what is
spoken to us. Here is a preview of what you'll learn inside...
What the emotional freedom technique is The basic setup of
the emotional freedom technique A clear key to locating the
tapping points How eft/tapping scripts work Effective
eft/tapping scripts to greatly boost self-confidence.
Understanding the link between fear, anxiety, action and selfconfidence. Much, much more! Tapping statements are the
words we speak as we tap. Tapping statements can be combined
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to make tapping scripts. Take the doubt out of whether your
statements will heal your issue. Anxiety is a combination of four
things: unidentified anger, hurt, fear, self-pity. We expect
error, rejection, and humiliation. Worry is a mild form of
anxiety. Get the book today!!
If we want to make changes in our lives, we have to change the
destructive, dysfunctional beliefs in the subconscious EFT is a
technique that allows us to change dysfunctional beliefs and
emotions on a subconscious level. It involves making a
statement while tapping different points along meridian paths.
This Manual includes: * Beliefs * Subconscious Mind * EFT
Tapping - Emotional Freedom Technique * How to Tap Short
Form of EFT * Yawing and Taking a Deep Breath *
Integration...What Happens After Tapping * How Does EFT
Tapping Works? * Science and EFT Tapping Research * Benefits
of Using EFT Tapping * When to Use EFT * We Can use EFT
Tapping to Change * Intensity Level * The Very First EFT
Tapping Statement to Tap * Sort Form or Long Form of EFT
Tapping? * Walking Backwards EFT (Backing Up) * EFT
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Tapping Statements Are More Effective When It Agrees with
Current Beliefs * Using a Negative EFT Tapping Statement *
What To Do if an EFT Tapping Statement Does Not Clear * One
Statement per Round of EFT * Multiple Statements per Round
of EFT? * Karate Chop Point (KCP) to Desensitize a Story,
Situation, and/or Memory * Do I Have to Keep Tapping the
Same Statements Over and Over if it Does Not Clear? * Why We
Might Hold Onto Emotional Pain * Inner Critic, Negative SelfTalk? * Tapping Affirmations * I Tapped and I'm Not Better. I
Cleared This Issue Before and It's Still Showing Up in My Life *
EFT Tapping Doesn't Work for Me * EFT Tapping Points and the
Meridians * Mind Chatter...A Value Tool * Rule #1 for Writing
Your Own EFT Tapping Statements...Use Your Own words. *
Rule #2 for Writing Your Own EFT Tapping
Statements...Process Emotions before Beliefs * Rule #3 for
Writing Your Own EFT Tapping Statements...Pay-offs For Not
Creating Our Reality * Finishing Touches...Tapping Positive *
Summary * Appendix: Pay-off for Not Creating Our Reality What
Do We Process First Psychological Reversal/Reversed Is it
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Necessary to Relive the Pain in Order to Heal Our Pain Present
Time
How To Learn The Eft Tapping Therapy In 5 Minutes? Learn In
5 Minutes How To Overcome Fear, Anxiety, Stress, Addictions,
Food Cravings And Other Emotional Problems! What if there
was a faster and easier solution to overcome pain & emotional
problems as phobias, anxiety, stress, addictions, food cravings
and much more? Well, now you can! The Eft tapping therapy
has been streamlined and made much more efficient. Eft
Tapping - Emotional Freedom Technique - is a fast evolving
treatment that works by releasing energy blockages within the
energy system that is the source of emotional problems. The Eft
tapping solution uses the natural healing abilities of the mind
and body, providing opportunities to achieve physical and
emotional well-being in a faster time. With the Eft tapping
therapy, health, weight loss, wealth and happiness are at your
fingertips! You are about to learn the Eft tapping solution
which works with astounding results. Emotional & physical
healing is not a problem when you know this simple technique.
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You'll find it easy to do and receive immediate success. It works
that well. Using the Eft tapping should be fun. It's your way of
communicating with your emotional body. This tapping guide
shows the easiest and fastest way to get emotional Eft tapping
therapy done. Forget complicated methods, you won't need
them after reading this book. There are many long books about
the tapping solution that contain strategies, techniques, tips
for getting things done and how to increase healing. I didn't
find 'Eft Tapping - Learn in 5 Minutes' in any of those books.
Anyone Can Learn The Eft Tapping Therapy In 5 Minutes By
Following These Steps: ”> Understanding What Is The Eft
Tapping Solution. ”> The Preliminary Steps And Why Is It So
Important To Use Them Before The Eft Tapping Therapy ”> The
Four Steps Of Basic Eft Script For Emotional Problems.
Thousands of people around the world found Eft tapping
therapy - helpful! They've already implemented it and they are
seeing some good results with anxiety. They said this guide
doesn't waste any of the readers' time with unnecessary 'fluff'
or filler, and instead gets right to the point through a concise
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and straightforward writing style that does a great job of
expressing the practical information in a way that can be
applied right after finishing the book. Many decided to give it a
try. Strangely enough, it seemed to successfully reduce their
food cravings. Scroll up and grab a copy today.
EFT for Weight Loss
The EFT Manual
Eft Tapping: An Effective Tapping Solution to Build Selfconfidence (Transformation Through Emotional Freedom
Therapy Tapping)
Release the Beliefs That Hold You Back from Living A Better
Life
Quick and Simple Exercises to De-Stress, Re-Energize and
Overcome Emotional Problems Using Emotional Freedom
Technique
Emotional Freedom Technique for Healing, Empowerment and
Transformation
Tapping Scripts for Beginners
Discover how to Re-Program your Brain for Success and Happiness! No matter
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what your personal roadblocks are, tapping can help you get over them Health is
not a condition of matter, but of Mind. -Mary Baker Eddy Right now take a
moment and ask yourself what are the issues you are struggling with that are
currently holding your back? Do you experience crippling stress? Are you prone
to procrastination? Do you want to quit smoking or lose weight? Whatever it is
take heart and know that you are not alone. To one extent or another everyone
you meet is fighting their own desperate battle. What's more I'm sure that you've
made many attempts to overcome your own personal demons in the past only to
come up short. Why is making real, positive change so difficult? The problem,
more often than not, is in your mind. From the time you are born your brain is
constantly trying to understand and relate to the world by way of cause and
effect relationships. Some cause and effect relationships, such as the seemingly
instantaneous urge to remove your hand from fire, are obviously beneficial.
However as we get older these cause and effect relationships can become mixed
up and confused and actually hold us back. An example of this is learning to
respond to stress by drinking, smoking, or overeating. This is the problem that
most of us face. Often without knowing it we have constrained ourselves in
invisible chains of our own creation. This is what holds us back and why it can
be so hard to change. Breaking these invisible bonds and replacing them with
positive habits is what meridian tapping is all about. Not unlike acupuncture or
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acupressure tapping allows you to make use of the mind/body connection to reprogram your faulty brain patterns and replace them with new ones. This is what
The Tapping Solution for Beginners is all about. Within it's pages you will learn
how to: Transform negative emotions into positive ones Allow new insights and
options to manifest themselves to you Remove blocked energy and allow
yourself to experience true happiness Make your days easier by learning to go
with the flow as opposed to making everything into a fight Improve your
relationships, both at home and at work Experience true emotional freedom from
doubt, fear and worry Release your creativity Learn how to overcome issues
such as weight loss, insomnia, shyness and more This is but a taste of what the
miracle of meridian tapping can help you with. In straightforward and easy to
understand language The Tapping Solution for Beginners outlines the principles
you need to know in order to turn your life around today. What's more, once you
understand theses principles you will have the power to create your own tapping
scripts to help you overcome your own unique issues. The secret to becoming all
you can be is by learning how to unlock the power of your mind. Order this book
and get started on your own journey of self-discovery and adventure today!
The experience of raising children can be one of life’s greatest gifts, but it can
also come with an overwhelming amount of stress and anxiety, and even selfdoubt. · Am I modeling the type of person I want my child to become? · Am I
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doing enough to prepare my child to be resilient in an ever-changing world? · Are
my children happy and confident in themselves? In The Tapping Solution for
Parents, Children & Teenagers, New York Times best-selling author Nick Ortner
encourages readers to take a look at the amount of stress and worry in their lives
as parents, reminding readers that self-care is critical. Parents are guided on how
to use the revolutionary technique known as EFT (Emotional Freedom
Techniques), or Tapping, to release parental overwhelm, quiet worry, manage
conflict and transform their experience of parenthood. In the second section of
the book, Nick explores specific uses for Tapping with children, ranging from
releasing negative emotions like anger, fear and phobias, to dealing with
sadness, grief, guilt and shame. This powerful technique can even help with
specific challenges such as: · anxiety disorders · difficulties with sleep ·
nightmares · performance anxiety · bullying · school jitters · divorce and much
more. Nick emphasizes the importance of teaching children the social and
emotional skills they need for success in life, school and work. This book will
guide parents in using EFT Tapping to help their children learn how to handle
challenges by means of self-reflection, self-regulation and overall greater selfawareness. Through the use of easy-to-follow diagrams, links to step-by-step
videos, and dozens of Tapping tips, The Tapping Solution for Parents, Children &
Teenagers offers an easy-to-use resource to help solve many of the emotional
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and social challenges that families deal with on a daily basis.
The body, like everything in the universe is composed of energy. And Chakras
are energy centers within the human body that help to regulate all its processes,
from organ function to the immune system and emotions. EFT (The Emotional
Freedom Technique) is a method of tapping with the fingertips, on the meridian
points located on different parts of the body, while focusing on a particular issue.
In this book, advanced EFT techniques are used for the scripts designed to help
one tap on each chakra--as the issues that relate to each chakra are explored and
the energy around them, regulated and balanced. Take-Aways: The techniques
used in the book are detailed, yet simplified to allow ease of use. Anyone will be
able to follow the simple instructions to tap and balance their energy. After
tapping on each chakra, the chakra's energy will be regulated, and the negative
emotions and physical symptoms that stem from the energy disruption will also
be dissolved. When all the seven Chakras are open optimally, this helps the
individual to function properly physically, emotionally and spiritually. Other
benefits include, but are not limited to: -Reduced anxiety, stress and fear.-Clarity
and faith. -Feel unconditional love for the self and others.-Achieve emotional
freedom from the negative past. -Speak your truth without fear.-Achieve physical
well-being. -Feel grounded, calm and confident. Whether you are a Coach who
wants to help your clients regulate and balance their Chakras and hence their
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lives, or someone who just wants to heal themselves, the scripts in this book are
guaranteed to help you achieve your goals.About the Author: Dr. Jacinta M
Murray, is a spiritual counselor and transformational coach. As also an Advanced
Emotional Technique Practitioner, she partners with her clients to help them
achieve emotional freedom from negative experiences, stress and trauma,
resolve redundant spiritual blockages--so that they can live life on their terms
“Gabrielle is the real thing. I respect her work immensely.” —Dr. Wayne Dyer “A
new role model.” —The New York Times “I came to one of Bernstein’s monthly
lectures and got my first look at the woman I’d one day unabashedly refer to as
‘my guru.’” —Elle From #1 New York Times bestselling author Gabrielle
Bernstein comes a clear, proactive, step-by-step process to release the beliefs
that hold you back from living a better life. This six-step practice offers many
promises. Petty resentments will disappear, compassion will replace attack, the
energy of resistance will transform into freedom and you’ll feel more peace and
happiness than you’ve ever known. I can testify to these results because I’ve
lived them. I’ve never felt more freedom and joy than I have when writing and
practicing these steps. My commitment to healing my own relationship to
judgment has changed my life in profound ways. My awareness of my judgment
has helped me become a more mindful and conscious person. My willingness to
heal these perceptions has set me free. I have been able to let go of resentments
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and jealousies, I can face pain with curiosity and love, and I forgive others and
myself much more easily. Best of all, I have a healthy relationship to judgment so
that I can witness when it shows up and I can use these steps to quickly return to
love. The Judgment Detox is an interactive six-step process that calls on spiritual
principles from the text A Course in Miracles, Kundalini yoga, the Emotional
Freedom Technique (aka Tapping), meditation, prayer and metaphysical
teachings. I’ve demystified these principles to make them easy to commit to and
apply in your daily life. Each lesson builds upon the next to support true healing.
When you commit to following the process and become willing to let go,
judgment, pain and suffering will begin to dissolve. And the miracles will keep
coming. Once you begin to feel better you start to release your resistance to love.
The more you practice these steps, the more love enters into your
consciousness and into your energetic vibration. When you’re in harmony with
love, you receive more of what you want. Your energy attracts its likeness. So
when you shift your energy from defensive judgment to free-flowing love your life
gets awesome. You’ll attract exactly what you need, your relationships will heal,
your health will improve and you’ll feel safer and more secure. One loving
thought at a time creates a miracle. Follow these steps to clear all blocks, spread
more love and live a miraculous life.
Eft Tapping
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Expert Advice to Avoid Online Predators, Identity Theft, and Cyberbullying
EFT Tapping - Learn in 5 Min
The Tapping Toolkit
The Dragon with Flames of Love
Judgment Detox
Advanced EFT Scripts to Heal and Align The Chakras
“The Tapping Solution for Weight Loss and Body Confidence may just go down in
history as a game-changer when it comes to leading women out of weight loss hell.” —
Cheryl Richardson, New York Times best-selling author of The Art of Extreme SelfCare Placing conditions on our lives and our happiness has become the norm. We see
it all the time: We must establish a career before looking for a relationship. We must
find love before feeling fulfilled. We must feel stressed out until we finish everything on
our to-do list. But by far, the most common conditions we put on ourselves revolve
around our weight—no love until we lose the weight, no pursuing a dream until we lose
the weight, no happiness until we lose the weight. But now there’s a better option.
Using tapping, also known as EFT, Jessica Ortner walks you through a process that
helps you drop stress so you can drop pounds—without dieting, deprivation, or extreme
exercise. Tapping, a tool that is based on the principles of both ancient acupressure
and modern psychology, helps you address the underlying issues that make your body
hold on to weight and gives you the ability to overcome some of the most common
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weight loss obstacles. Say good-bye to the cravings, panic, and self-doubt that keep
you in a constant fight against your body! Using her own struggles with weight loss,
along with success stories of some of the thousands of women she’s worked with,
Jessica teaches you not only the basics of tapping but also how to use it to address the
deeper facets of your weight and self-worth challenges. This proven process is based
on extensive research into the effects of tapping on stress hormones, and it provides
simple, step-by-step instructions throughout and easy tapping meditations at the end of
each chapter. With this loving and supportive guidance you can learn to create a more
empowering relationship with food, find pleasure in exercise, and implement self-care
into your life. So join Jessica and learn to love yourself and your body!
Are you in danger of being cyberstalked? Have you been cyberbullied? Outwit your
cyberattacker with these clever strategies from former cyberstalking victim, Alexis
Moore. As the founder of Survivors in Action, Moore explains how to identify potential
cyberattackers and how to recover from a cybercrime if you’ve been attacked. Her
indispensable book can help you remain secure and safe in today’s dangerous digital
world and take back control of your life.
As the average length of therapy shortens, clinicians need a resource to lead them stepby-step through the goals and process of the opening sessions of brief therapy as well
as clear treatment maps for the most common presenting problems. This resource
helps clinicians do just that and more, including doing a quick assessment and isolating
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and addressing the underlying emotional wounds that prevent families and couples
from solving problems on their own. Readers will not only learn how to "think brief," they
will also discover how to navigate the session process in an interactive and actionoriented way, even with clients who are in high-pressure, crisis situations.
More than 100 million Americans deal with chronic pain every day. And if you’re one of
them, you’ve probably tried all the normal "solutions": doctors, injections, medications,
and surgeries. While these all have a place in healing, they have fallen short in dealing
with the pain epidemic. So what can you do? In The Tapping Solution for Pain Relief,
Nick Ortner presents a startling alternative. He lays out a step-by-step plan that teaches
you how to use tapping, or EFT (emotional freedom techniques), to reduce or eliminate
chronic pain. Looking at the scientific research surrounding pain, stress, and tapping,
he opens your eyes to just how powerful tapping can be, and then outlines tips and
techniques to address pain in both the short and long term. Nick guides you on a
journey that begins on the surface—tapping to address the pain itself—and moves to the
deeper issues that often affect pain. With easy-to-follow tapping scripts and exercises,
Nick helps you heal the emotional pain and underlying beliefs that often keep people
stuck. He also addresses topics that you may not think of as associated with chronic
pain, such as: •Creating personal boundaries •Dealing with toxic relationships
•Clearing resistance to change •Understanding the power of a diagnosis •Working
through angerThere are many ways the brain and body can create, increase, and
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prolong pain. After reading this book, you’ll not only understand what’s causing your
pain but also how to achieve complete and lasting relief. But let’s face it; this is about
more than just pain relief. It’s about empowering yourself to take back your body in
order to live the life you want.
EFT Tapping Scripts for Stress Management, Weight Loss, Energy Healing and More
That You Can Use Today!
Tapping for Kids
EFT Tapping for Weight Loss
An Effective Tapping Solution To Build Self-Confidence (Transformation Through
Emotional Freedom Therapy Tapping)
The Tapping Solution for Parents, Children & Teenagers
There's A Leak In My Boat!
Healing Through Tapping

Finally--a weight loss approach with results that last! Forget fad diets
and spending hours at the gym--The Tapping Diet shows you how to
shed excess pounds with the power of Emotional Freedom Techniques
(EFT). This cutting-edge therapy uses tapping to move past the mental
roadblocks that stand in the way of your weight loss. In this
revolutionary book, author and EFT master Carol Look guides you
through tapping scripts and daily exercises that help you turn
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reconditioned thoughts into action and make lifestyle changes that
last. You'll also learn how to use tapping to increase your confidence
and take control of the impossible cravings, sabotaging notions, and
self-imposed limitations that prevent you from reaching your health
goals. Complete with 50 delicious, easy-to-make recipes, The Tapping
Diet will help you tap your way to incredible weight loss and a lifetime
of healthy living!
EFT, or Emotional Freedom Technique, is a holistic therapy that can
help you reduce stress and anxiety. In this beginner's guide, you'll find
scripts for phobias and anxiety, together with 7 tapping techniques
you can start using right away.
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